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About the AuthorHideto Saito has around 20 years' experience in the computer industry. In
1998, when he worked for Sun Microsystems Japan, he was impressed with Solaris OS,
OPENSTEP, and Sun Ultra Enterprise 10000 (AKA StarFire), then he decided to pursue the
UNIX and MacOS X operation systems.Since 2006, he has relocated to Southern California as a
software engineer to develop products and services running on Linux and MacOS X. He was
especially renowned for his quick Objective-C code when he was drunk.He is also enthusiast of
Japanese anime, drama, and motor sports and loves Japanese OTAKU culture.Hui-Chuan
Chloe Lee is a software engineer who works for Trend Micro.She has a Master's degree in CS
from National Taiwan University in Taiwan and is an AWS certified associate solution architect.
She loves to develop software, learn new technologies, and has extensive experience in
different continuous delivery solutions.In her free time, she enjoys reading, traveling, and
spending the time with the people she loves.Ke-Jou Carol Hsu is a software engineer working at
Trend Micro, which is the first full-time job in her life.In 2010, she studied Linux, and thus began
her love of distributed computer systems. In school, she gained experience in high performance
computing and virtualization techniques; she secretly boasted herself as "the one who creates
the most machines," which means thousands of VMs in a day for experiments. But later on, she
realized it was total nonsense after she studied Linux containers.Aside from writing codes and
deploying systems, Carol enjoys sharing her experience with others, although she only has a
few topics to share.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Useful cookbook. An useful book to learn docker and kubernetes!”

Anon, “excellent k8 resource. I purchased this directly from the publisher; excellent k8 resource.
I'm surprised there aren't more reviews as there aren't many kubernetes books out there and this
one is excellent.”

Mikael, “Very good explanations. Poor Grammar but a great source of information. Good if you
need to know how Kubernetes works.”

The book by Jamie Delano has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 6 people have provided feedback.
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